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BASECAMP office environments by Ethosource, combines a 

simple leg & beam design for easy installation and flexibility with a 

myriad of versatile components.  This flexibility allows you to build, 

customize, and painlessly adjust your entire office - from benching 

and storage to private offices and conference rooms. 

“Simple and beautiful,” the concept Basecamp was built 

on, has been said before but rarely fulfilled to this level. The frame, 

comprised of a set of bridge legs and adjustable-length beams (not 

to mention, a discreet trough for robust wire management), allows 

the table, desk, or workstation to be easily modified, whether you 

are expanding the workspace itself or building onto it. The legs align 

with the unique, floating top of your choice, creating an aesthetically 

pleasing, but functional system of components that can build any 

layout or arrangement. 

Along with its internal, systematic flexibility, Basecamp can also be 

customized with add-on accessories including dividing 

screens, multiple power options, monitor arms, storage, and much 

more in order for you to create exactly what you need to personalize 

your office.

Combine all that with a competitive price and second-to-none 

customer service, and you get a benching system that can not only be 

contoured to every section of your office, but integrates seamlessly 

throughout to create one cohesive space.



BASECAMP Design

Four Principles

From the unique floating top surface to 
the beautiful metallic frame, Basecamp 
is designed with a minimalist touch that 
integrates into any modern office landscape. 

Built with an inclusive simplicity, Basecamp 
was born with the ability to accept external 
pieces and accessories and seamlessly 
incorporate them into the overall environment. 

Because of its simple design and sleek 
aesthetic, Basecamp is just as applicable in 
your private office and conference room as it 
is in your open workspaces.

Basecamp’s multiple power and data options, 
tidy wire management trough, and variety 
of storage options make it a beacon for 
productivity and organization. 

Basecamp was built on two primary pillars - simplicity and  

design flexibility. These two concepts working in harmony create 

the foundation for an aesthetically cohesive and functionally 

integrated office space. Basecamp’s four main principles are 

specifically designed to support each of these pillars while 

maintaining balance between its internal components and  

external accessories.

Aesthetic

Universal

Flexible

Functional









BASECAMP Benching
In the quest to create an open and collaborative office environment, 

a premium benching solution becomes increasingly important. With 

Basecamp, we have combined simplicity and flexibility into a design that not 

only allows for complete customization in aesthetics but in layout as well. 

Build upon, take apart, and change your office easily and efficiently to create 

a personalized environment that brings down creative barriers and breeds 

collaboration among the entire company.







BASECAMP Desking
Along with its limitless benching applications, Basecamp can be 

contoured into a variety of desking options to accommodate even the 

highest-level executive’s private office needs. Allowing flexibility within 

the boundaries of a private office, Basecamp desks can be designed 

to create a seamless transition between organizational levels and 

encourage unity among the workplace, while maintaining a level of 

privacy and harmony for those who require it. 





BASECAMP Conference
Centered around integration and connectivity, Basecamp conference 

tables are beautifully designed to support any company meeting and 

build workplace rapport. Basecamp offers your choice of surface table 

top finish, multiple power grommet configurations, and wire management 

options to allow the maximum amount of customization while retaining 

office symmetry. Bringing people together around a central location to 

forge relationships and spark creativity is what Basecamp is all about. 



BASECAMP Accessories
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From upmount, tackable screens and low height storage to CPU 

holders and slinky cord managers, Basecamp can be equipped 

with everything you need to customize your office into a beacon 

of comfort and productivity. Everything shown (and more) can be 

personalized to match your unique needs and company culture. 
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1. Upmount Screen (Glass)
2. Upmount Screen (Tackable)
3. Modesty Screen
4. Single Monitor Arm
5. Double Monitor Arm

6. USB Grommet
7. Clamp-On Power Module
8. Slinky Cord Manager
9. Sit-to-Stand Base
10. Personal Task Lighting

11. BBF Stationary Pedestal
12. Mobile Pedestal
13. Low Height Storage
14. CPU Holder
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For more information, please visit ethosource.com or call 888-807-3846
180 Grace Blvd. Morgantown, PA 19543
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